Thank you for your interest in photography and videography from Realistic Exposure. We take a unique
approach to every project so that the experience and outcome is specific and enjoyable to each client.
We guarantee professionalism, quality and kindness so that our relationship is a lasting one.
Every photography package is unique and special to your wants. We can provide regular prints, photo
books, canvas prints mounted on 1 to 1 1/2 inch wood, special photo albums and linen prints. Please feel
free to choose from any of those products. Base pay for covering the ceremony and the wedding party
photos, up to 7 hours of work is only $1,000. Below are 3 packages designed for you. If you want to
design your own package, please tell me which items you may want, how many, and I can quote you a
price for the entire package.
Wedding videography with Realistic Entertainment is a unique experience. Our mission is to capture your
beautiful day so that you can view it how it all came together. We will show up before your guest so that
we can capture everything as it unfolds and stay until all the fun was had. You can cover your entire
ceremony and reception, up to 7 hours for only $1000!
We also offer a better deal! Many people enjoy the format of a reality TV show, so why not remember
your wedding that way? From your wedding rehearsal to your reception, let us capture your entire event.
We will also interview your guest and wedding party to get everyone's perspective on the event. What's a
more exciting way to see your wedding than a personal documentary? You can receive this great
package for only $1,500
It only gets better from here! The grand package, wedding photography and documentary style
videography, is at a discounted rate of $2,500! This comes with an engagement or bridal shoot for free
and an anniversary photo shoot a year from the wedding for no extra charge.
SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL $1,150
1 Photobook
1 16x20 Linen textured photo
1 Photo cube or Wall Calendar
LOVE AND AFFECTION $1,450
2 Photobooks for Parents
1 Photobook
1 Photo cube or Wall Calendar
1 (11x14) on canvas
BEAUTIFUL FOREVER $1,850
2 Photobooks for Parents
1 Photobook
2 Photo cube or Wall Calendar
Split canvas image 2 (10x30) 1 (15x30)
All packages come with an image cd with photos of the wedding party, cake, dances and candid shots of
the entire day. The films are delivered on DVD. If you need more than the pre-determined time, it is an
additional $100 per hour for photography, and an addition $200 per hour for filming. Booking is simple. If
you enjoyed one of the options we provided, respond letting us know the option. We will mail out a

contract with the terms of our agreement. Upon receipt, please sign the contract and return it along with
a check or money order of 25% of the total price of the package and we will be able to reserve your date.

Thanks, again for considering Realistic Entertainment

